
Interface for Visitor Interaction
Visitors to Climate Controlled interact with the instal-
lation using a 60” long touch 
- sensitive timeline interface 
similar to a large keyboard rib-
bon controller. By pressing his 
or her finger at any point on 
the controller, the visitor can 
travel to that point in time in 
the geologic record. When the 
finger is removed, the installa-
tion continues moving at the 
speed and direction of the last 
touch.

The timeline controller oper-
ates as a large potentiometer. 
A wire in the vinyl covering 
makes contact at some position 
along a resistive strip when 
pressed and a voltage is sent to 
a microcontroller which inter-
prets it as a 10-bit number (0-
1023) and sends it to the com-
puter running the installation. 
The timeline controller was 
actually split in half and built 
as two separate potentiometers 
to get double the resolution 
(2048 possible states instead 
of 1024) to give the user finer 
control over time.

The ‘wiper’ of the potentiom-
eter is the braided shielding 
of an audio cable contact-ce-
mented to the underside of the 
vinyl cover. The resistive strip 
is the backside of Sony Hi8 
video tape, double-stick taped 
to a wooden base. One end of each section of the video 
tape was connected to ground, the other to +5v.
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Software
The sound and visuals of Climate Controlled are cre-
ated in realtime using custom software developed in the 
Max/MSP environment and Quartz Composer. A Max/
MSP patch stores and interprets the climate data, takes 
and conditions user input from the timeline controller 
and buttons via MIDI, controls movement through 
time, synthesizes sound for the 8 speakers, sends out 
MIDI control to a LanBox to control the lighting in the 
space via DMX, and sends MIDI on an internal bus to 
to control a patch in Quartz Composer, where the pro-
jected visuals are rendered using OpenGL.

Realtime storage, processing and retrieval of geologic 
data in Max/MSP is accomplished using the FTM set 
of externals from IRCAM which allow for the easy 
manipulation of large amounts of data within Max.

The patch has a deceptively simple main interface:

Under the hood is a hierarchical and dynamic data stor-
age system with a spreadsheet-like GUI provided by 
FTM:

Each core’s data is displayed and accessed via a modu-
lar system. The following window is the data for site 
925:

There are 49 data recall and scaling modules in total, 6 
of which are shown above, each representing a different 
property of the 925 deep-sea sediment core. All settings 
are saved to a master XML settings file.

Each module can be clicked to display a larger plot (as 
below with global d18O). The screenshot below also 
shows one of the 8 sound synthesis engines:

The projection visuals were created in Quartz Compos-
er - a visual OpenGL programming software included 
free with the Apple Developer Tools. The ‘patching’ 
paradigm in this environment is similar to that of Max/
MSP.

The following screenshot of the software and photo 
of the timeline interface and projection as realized in 
the installation, show approximately the same point in 
time.




